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What Follows Tight Trading Range During Trend? 

Traders make decisions based on the  
highest strong close in a bull trend 
(or lowest close in bear trend) 

This is not noise 
Market is providing important 
information about what comes next 
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Missed Trading a Huge Trend Out of Fear? 

Did you watch this and not buy? 
If so, probably out of fear that the stop was far away, 
which can cause a huge loss 

Emini 5 min 

Beginners fear loss and miss great trades 
Understand what is happening and reduce the fear 
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Do Not Let Yourself Be Trapped Out of Trends 

Traders are buying closes until market transitions 
out of its BO phase 
They know what to do if it reverses down 

Emini 5 min Good way to not be trapped out of bull 
trend is to be a “Buy The Close” bull 
Buy close of strong bull bar  
for scalps and swing trades 
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Bulls Trapped Out of Bull Trend, Bears Trapped In 

Emini 5 min Weak bulls get trapped out 
Afraid of wide stop and possible big PB 
Instead, wait for PB that never comes 
When finally PB, looks like reversal 

Scale in bears sell with limit orders,  
betting on failed BO above trading range 
Trapped into losing trade, 
hoping for PB to exit with smaller loss 

Stop 

Strong bulls buy closes 
Rely on stop 

If trapped, trend traders look  
for trades in other direction 
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Many Afraid to Enter Late 

Emini 5 min 

Stop 

Strong bulls buy closes 
Rely on stop 

Buy The Close breakouts can be difficult to manage 
since sometimes quick reversal 

Good math if can  
make quick decisions 
and manage well 
Many scale in if PB 

Often get big 1 – 2 bar reversal, but  
usually becomes brief bull flag 
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Is Trend Likely to Continue for at Least a Few More Bars? 

Emini 5 min 

Stop 

Strong bulls buy closes 
Rely on stop 

After about 10 – 20 bars in a bull,  
are bulls acting as if bears are trapped? 
Is there a big bull BO?  
If so, bulls buying aggressively for swing up 

Bulls now trying to scalp or exit breakeven 
Bears see weak bulls and are shorting 

Or, are bars small with tails on top and bear bodies? 
If so, bulls no longer confident 
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Watch for Loss of Momentum 

Emini 5 min 

Stop 

Once tail or bear bar, still buy close, 
but goal has changed 
PB likely within 3 bars 

Only buy if willing to  
use wide stop or scale in lower 
Look to buy with limit orders 
below bars or at support 

Now, scalp more 
Need more management 
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If Bulls Are Disappointed, Then TR Soon 

Emini 5 min 

Stop 

If bulls disappointed after buying close, become 
afraid bought final Buy The Close bar 

Know PB and TR now more likely than more bull trend 
Expect at least one more rally to test that close 

Can hold with wide stop 
Can scale in lower, if immediate PB (not here),  
and then try to exit breakeven on test of close 

Exit breakeven 
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Bears Trapped Out of Bear Trend, Bulls Trapped In 

EURUSD day Strong bear BO and follow-through 
2nd leg and MM down likely 

Weak bulls trapped into buying 
bad bottoms (really bear flags) 

Stop 

Weak bears trapped out 
Afraid of wide stop and possible big PB 
Instead, wait for PB that never comes 
When finally PB, looks like reversal 
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Avoid Being Trapped Out of Trends 

EURUSD day 

Strong bears sell closes 
and every reversal 
Rely on stop 

Stop 

Good way to not be trapped out of bear trend  
is to be a “Sell The Close” bear 
Sell close of strong bear bar  
for scalps and swing trades 
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Why Watch Highest and Lowest Close? 

Emini 5 min 

Candle chart and line chart 
Line chart only shows one price every 5 minutes 
Ignores all other prices 

It is the close of the 5 min candle 
It is a dot chart where dots are connected with line 

Lowest CLOSE of day 

Low of day 

Highest CLOSE 
of day 

High of day 

Close is most important price 
Only price visible on line chart 
Many institutions focus on line charts 
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All Trends Finally End 

Emini 5 min 

Whenever there is fear, there is opportunity 

Look at any trend 
Find any pullback or reversal 

Look just before to see 
“Final trend bar” 

Beginners are confused and afraid 
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What Happens After Final Trend Bar? 

Emini 5 min 

Lowest CLOSE of day 

After a bull trend reverses, easy to see  
final bull trend bar and highest close 

After bear trend reverses, easy to see 
final bear trend bar and lowest close 

Highest CLOSE 
of day 
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Noise Only Exists for Traders Who Do Not Think 

Emini 5 min 

If trader ignores this and calls it noise, 
he is missing important information Lowest CLOSE of day 

Every tick matters and nothing is noise 
Everything is important 
Market always giving new information, but 
must be open to what it is saying 

A trader who takes time to understand  
sees great opportunities 
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Sell The Close Bears: In Strong Bear BO, Sell Closes 

Emini 5 min 

In bear BO,  
bears sell closes  
until no longer profitable 

If not, bears will buy back higher with a loss 
and not look to sell again for many bars 

Lowest CLOSE of day 

Traders pay attention to what market does  
at lowest close of trend  
Does it let disappointed bears out at breakeven? 
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Can Disappointed Bears Avoid Loss? 

Emini 5 min 

Lows tested lowest close and  
could only fall 1 – 2 ticks below 
Bears doubt bear trend, and are buying back shorts  
Bulls are buying at low close, trapping bears 

Lowest CLOSE of day 

Traders watch behavior  
around H and L close of trend 
If bear stalls at lowest close, 
market might reverse up 
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Disappointment Is Warning of Possible Reversal 

Emini 5 min 

Bears had to buy back higher with a loss 
Caused bull breakout 

Sell The Close bears disappointed  
by follow-through after their last short 
Bears who did not exit hoped for one last test down 
Needed 1 tick below close to get out breakeven  
Market did not give it to them 

When 2 or more attempts down fail,  
usually has to try other direction (up) 

Lowest CLOSE of day 
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Sell The Close Bears: In Strong Bear BO, Sell Closes 

Emini 5 min After about 10 – 20 bars in a bear 
or in a strong bear BO,  
are bears acting as if bulls are trapped? 
Is there a big bear BO?  

They are now trying to scalp or exit breakeven 
Bulls see weak bears and are buying 

Or, are bars small, or with tails on bottom  
and bull bodies? 
If so, bears no longer confident 

If so, bears selling aggressively for swing down 
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If Bears Disappointed, Then Possible TR or Reversal 

Emini 5 min If bears disappointed after selling close, become 
afraid might have sold final Sell The Close bar 

Know PB and TR more likely than more bear trend 
Expect at least one more selloff to test that close 

Can hold with wide stop 
Can scale in higher 
Try to exit breakeven on test of close 
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What Will Disappointed Bears Do? 

Emini 5 min 

If you were in their position,  
what would you do? 
Would you be disappointed? 

If so, would you try for small scalp? 
Would you give up and  
try to get out breakeven? 

If trend traders are giving up, 
might get TBTL correction 
Bulls will often look to buy 
for countertrend scalp 
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As Price Action Changes, Change Style of Trading 

Emini 5 min 

Once tail or bull bar,  
still sell close, but 
goal has changed  
PB likely within 3 bars 

Scalp, exiting breakeven on 1st entry, 
or on entire trade, like here 

Now, scalp more, but  
need more management 

Only sell if willing to  
use wide stop or scale in higher 
Look to sell with limit orders 
above bars or at resistance 

Stop 
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Trapped Bulls at End of Bull 

Emini 5 min Bulls bought close, hoping for continued bull 
Knew big bar at resistance at top of TR was 
possible exhaustion 

Confident any selloff would test back up 
so they could scale in lower and avoid loss  
and possibly make profit 

Some bulls disappointed by  
bad follow-through  
Exited breakeven 
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Bulls Change Goal 

Emini 5 min 

Buy the Close bulls who did not exit  
bought more on higher low 
as failed bear BO reversed up 

Tail shows that bulls SOLD! 
Bears expected bulls to sell and also sold 
Both so eager to sell that PB could  
not go above high close 
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Bear BO Means Remaining Bulls Finally Gave Up 

Emini 5 min 

Remaining bulls finally gave up  
Stopped waiting to get out at high close 

Bulls were trapped and 
many exited on reversal down 
Scale in bulls almost got out 
breakeven on 1st buy 
Made 2.75 points profit on 2nd entry 
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Trapped Bears at End of Bear  

Emini 5 min Bears sold close, hoping for continued bear trend 
Knew big bar at support was possible exhaustion 

Sold more 2 pts higher 

Confident any rally would test down  
so they could scale in higher and avoid loss 
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Strong Bull BO Means Remaining Bears Exited with Loss 

Emini 5 min 

Missed entry by 2 ticks 

Bears panicked and bought quickly 
Bulls saw trapped bears and bought 

Means most bears only tried  
to avoid loss, not make profit 
Bears not confident 
Just desperate to get out without loss 
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Strong Bear BO, but Climax so Buy the Close 

Emini 5 min 

Since probability is 60%,  
good Trader’s Equation  
with reward only 1x risk 

Biggest bear bar since trend began 
30 bars earlier 
Consecutive sell climaxes  
Oversold market 

Bulls believe probability is 60% the market  
will go above top of final big bear bar  
before it falls the  
same number of ticks below 

Bulls buy the close 
1st target is top of sell climax bar 
Then, 2 legs up for MM up  

Bulls buy  
reversal up 
or scale in 

Stop 1 – 2 ticks  
below MM target 
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Big BO Late Is Usually End of Trend 

Emini 5 min Sell climax late in bear trend (after 20 bars) 
is always sell vacuum test of support 
Can break out to stronger bear trend 
More likely TR or reversal 

Sell climax is possible bottom 
Bulls will look for reversal up 
Higher probability of profitable long if 
more evidence of support and more buying pressures 
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All Sell Climaxes End at Support 

Emini 5 min All bear trend reversals take place at support 
Every bear trend is a test of support 

The more types of support,  
the higher probability 
of a profitable reversal 

Parabolic wedge 

Nested wedges 

Measured move based on height of DT bear flag 

Leg 1 = leg 2 measured move 

Any PB in rally can be 1st point in bear channel 
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